Chapter 9

Exploring Digital Encounters in the Public
Arena
Ava Fatah gen. Schieck, Vassilis Kostakos, and Alan Penn

Introduction
The urban physical environment plays a critical role in the construction and reflection
of social behaviors. This can be seen in the way it acts to structure space (Hillier
and Hanson 1984). In this respect, it does not only reflect social patterns, but can
also play a vital role in generating these patterns, providing a platform for rich and
diverse social encounters. For instance, public spaces such as the bus stop or the
cafe can act as “encounter stages” on which people negotiate boundaries of a social
and cultural nature. From time to time, events alter the status of these interactions
– the bus being late may stimulate conversations between strangers – but on the
whole, these interactions seem strongly bound to social conventions.
Encounters are unexpected or casual meetings with people we know or with
completely unknown strangers, we encounter once and never see again. The
encounter can consist of briefly saying “Hello,” or having coffee and lunch. More
importantly, a shared encounter between two participants contributes to the development of common context, both personal and communal (Kostakos et al. 2006).
Conversation, as well as other common activities like dancing, shopping, or dining
can contribute to common context. This, in turn, frames peoples’ communications
with each other, helps identify group memberships, contributes to the understanding
of social beliefs, and ultimately provides a process by which society evolves.
The use of technology to enhance, rather than replace, human encounter raises certain issues that need to be addressed. In cases where technology replaces human
capabilities, without the technology, an encounter is simply impossible. A good
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example of this is the telephone, without which communication across the Atlantic is
not possible. However, we question in a city context, where an encounter is possible
even without the use of technology, what constitutes a digital encounter? If the users’
devices communicate automatically and without any user input, does that constitute
a digital encounter? Does the encounter need to be two-way, or can it be one-way?
The above issues need to be addressed in a consistent manner before we proceed
any further. In the following section, we describe the concepts underlying a digital
encounter, and provide a discussion of what constitutes a digital encounter. We then
proceed to describe two prototypes that explore different types of digital encounters
in the city. The first prototype is a digital portable installation with a grid of LEDs
that can be embedded as a horizontal responsive surface in the urban environment
and the second is a vertical public display “sensing and projecting” the digital identity “represented by Bluetooth names” in the public arena.

What is a Digital Encounter?
Our definition of a digital encounter is an ephemeral form of communication and
interaction augmented by technology. Note that the use of technology to augment,
rather than replace human communication and interaction means that now each person has a digital agent that can take part in the encounter (e.g., the mobile device), as
shown in Fig. 9.1. Additionally, artifacts in the environment, such as shared displays,
can act as agents. Each person or agent can communicate with the other agents or
persons (e.g., a person can use a shared screen, or a device can detect a person).
Which type of communication constitutes a digital encounter? Walking down the
street, a mobile device or laptop is likely to communicate with other nearbyw devices.
Is this an encounter? Similarly, in a shop, I am confronted with a screen that feeds me
with personalized adverts. Is this a digital encounter? Or consider the automated ticket
machine at the train station. Should its use be considered as a digital encounter? What
about mobile devices that advertise their owner’s profiles and identity, much like people’s t-shirts? What if a public screen draws my attention to people around me who are
within the Bluetooth range of my device? Have I just encountered those people?
In exploring different scenarios of encounters in the city, it becomes apparent
that a large number of humans and agents can interact and communicate at any
given instant. Our way of describing these interactions is by focusing on humans.
Specifically, our scenarios rely on two key human capacities: consciousness of
communication and intention of interaction. Furthermore, technology allows for
digital, in addition to physical “encounter stages.” For example, a plaza acts as a
physical encounter stage, while Bluetooth devices that can talk through walls could
create a digital encounter platform.
In our analysis, rather than drawing boundaries that specify what is, or is not a
digital encounter, we chose to provide a mapping that explores human consciousness and intention orthogonally. These are considered in instances where one party
communicates/interacts with another party. This can involve any combination of
human or device as shown at the bottom of Fig. 9.1c. Our mapping takes the very
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Fig. 9.1 Human communication (1), communication replaced by technology (2), or
augmented by technology (3)

Table 9.1 A digital encounter consists of communication and interaction; users may be conscious
or unconscious of the communication, while interactions can be intentional or non-intentional
Intention of interaction
Intentional

Awareness of
communication
Conscious
Unconscious

Goal orientated: (particular)
talk to a friend
(Particular) Broadcast

Non-intentional
Circumstantial: (non-particular)
friend talks to me
Ambient: (non-particular)
co-presence

simplistic form in Table 9.1, where at any given instant a human can be conscious
or unconscious of the communications taking place, and can carry out interactions
intentionally or unintentionally.
It is useful to keep in mind that during an encounter, the experience and state of
each of the two parties may be different. Conscious–intentional encounters are the
ones that a person initiates, for example, seeing a friend on the street and shouting
to get their attention. Similarly, humans using their mobile device, such as calling
a friend or sending a photograph to a nearby person using Bluetooth can initiate
such encounters. Conscious–nonintentional encounters are situations where a person
is aware of the communication that is taking place, but does not intentionally interact.
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Examples of this are when a person is talked to on the street, or is the recipient of
a Bluetooth message in a café.
By using technology, communication can be unconscious (on the part of the
human). Examples are applications running on mobile phones that broadcast their
owners’ identity or preferences. This broadcasting is done intentionally by the
user, however, the user is unconscious of when it actually happens, how often
it happens, or who responds to it. Similar examples of unconscious intentional
encounters are applications such as Nokia Sensor and Mobiluck, which broadcast
user profiles and negotiate with other devices the similarity of their profiles. Users
are notified of a nearby device with a similar profile (Nokia & Nokia sensor 2009;
Mobiluck 2009).
Finally, in addition to being unconscious about the communication, users can
also be nonintentional about the interaction. This is typically the case in device-todevice encounters. For example, many Bluetooth devices interact with nearby
devices by default and due to the Bluetooth protocol and the manufacturers’ setup.
Of course, there are other aspects that one could consider. For example, synchronicity and duration are certainly aspects of encounter that one could explore. However,
we suggest that the combination of consciousness and intention, which we present
here, becomes particularly interesting with the introduction of technology to
enhance, rather than replace, encounters.
In our work, we are interested in understanding different types of interactions,
enabled through pervasive and mobile-computing systems. In order to achieve this,
we apply a series of different methods (Schieck et al. 2006, 2008a, b). As part of
our methods, we are projecting Bluetooth names in public and capturing the way
that people react toward the projection. In the United Kingdom, there is a thriving
culture of giving Bluetooth names to mobile phones. Users appropriate the way in
which Bluetooth operates, as a partially embedded medium, to project their digital
identity, making it a unique paradigm of socially and physically embedded communication. Through the selection of Bluetooth name, the user defines the “feel” of
that interaction space (Kindberg and Jones 2007).
According to the Bluetooth protocol, each device can have a “name” which can
help users communicate using the device. A device will broadcast information
about this “digital identity,” as long as its Bluetooth is switched on and set to
discoverable. When a person moves into the range of Bluetooth sensors, his/her
digital presence can be sensed and information about his/her digital identity can
be communicated. By default, the Bluetooth names on mobile phones are set to
the phone model, for example, “Nokia N70”; however, users may customize their
name and select their own digital identity. What happens when people are made
aware of their digital identity in the public space? How does this affect or re-inform
people’s perception of the space itself? Would this encourage different types of
interactions?
In order to understand various facets of sociotechnical behaviors, we have
deployed various prototypes. In the next sections, we describe two systems that
explore technology-enabled encounters and address different perspectives related
to the physical and social aspects within the urban context.
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Prototype 1: The Digital Carpet
The LEDs urban carpet is a digital portable urban installation with a grid of LEDs
that can be embedded in the form of a responsive surface in the urban environment
(Briones et al. 2007). When pedestrians walk over the surface, a pattern of lights is
generated dynamically following the pedestrians’ movement over it (Fig. 9.2).
Our aim was to generate a rich urban experience that can be introduced in various
locations in the city, and to enrich the social awareness and engagement created by
the casual encounter of people interacting with the carpet.
The installation was tested in various locations in the city; we selected locations
with low, medium, and high pedestrian flows. A range of empirical observation
methods were implemented including observing and recording the movements in

Fig. 9.2 Friends using the prototype as a dance stage
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and out of the interaction space, as well as the type of activity taking place in the
surrounding space. The form of peoples’ interactions with the prototype, and with
the other people in the area, was captured and video-taped by two researchers.
In addition, peoples’ movement on the surface was tracked. Following the
observation sessions, a selected number of participants were interviewed using a
structured discussion and a questionnaire.
The LED surface acted as a physical encounter stage, and during the sessions, we
observed various emergent patterns of behavior. The installation set-up process, for
instance, created the feel of an urban performance as it unfolds in real-time. Over time,
people started gathering around the set-up location waiting for the “event” to start.
Different levels of awareness were observed among people walking around the
area, from those simply glancing at the interactive prototype, to people stopping
around the prototype and asking about it, trying to understand how it works – from
peripheral awareness, focal awareness to direct interaction (Fig. 9.3 left). In some
cases, this was anticipated as people used relevant prior experience and expectations of a new experience, for example, often people recognized the prototype as a
“dance floor” before they interacted with it.
After trying the installation, some people started to comment on the experience
and engage with people nearby by explaining rules of interaction, and this generated a kind of nonintentional conscious shared social encounter. Furthermore,
people behaved differently in different situations and the experiences varied
depending on whether the interaction took place among friends or strangers
(Fig. 9.3 middle and right). During the test sessions, most people shared the experiences with friends. In this case, the digital surface generated a conscious intentional
encounter; however a few of the participants shared the experience with a stranger.
The most common pattern observed when strangers were interacting was that they
were waiting for their turn. In this case, the digital surface provided a platform for
a nonintentional conscious encounter.
Finally, our investigation suggests that the success of implementing a large
digital surface in the urban environment depends on internal factors such as the
properties of the digital platform and on the external factors relating to the social,
temporal, and the physical settings of the surroundings. Our observations suggest
that public interactive installations, like the one presented here, provide a platform
for rich social interactions and awareness among the various people involved.
However, by situating it in different locations and social environments, diverse and
unpredicted social behaviors may emerge. Our evaluation demonstrated that the
physical setting of the built environment had a direct influence on the movement
flow of passersby, and the activities taking place near the locations, which in turn
had a direct impact on the characteristics of the social encounter and the shared
experience. Different types of behavior were observed in relation to the spatial
properties, for instance, in a wide and highly integrated street, which is characterized by a fast walking pace, people tended to simply glance at the prototype and
continue walking with the same pace toward their destination. In contrast, in a
highly integrated area with a lower pace, characterized as being an intersection of
more than one pedestrian route, people tended to stop around the prototype and

Fig. 9.3 Awareness varied from peripheral awareness to direct interaction. The most common
pattern observed when strangers were interacting was that they were waiting for their turn (middle).
Unlike the case with friends, strangers tended to define their territory and stay on one side, not
crossing the interaction area of the other user, leaving a kind of mutual acceptance distance
between users (right)
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share the experience with other people. This varied during different times of the
day, which seems to be supported by the temporal and the spatial properties of the
physical space (Schieck et al. 2008a, b).

Prototype 2: Bluetooth Encounters
Our second prototype was a public display installation. First, we carried out a trial
on the Bath University campus. A screen was augmented with software and hardware that carried out constant scanning for Bluetooth devices. When a Bluetooth
device was detected nearby, its name was shown on the screen. Our intention for
this system was to present what it can sense about people, and to give a representation of people’s visiting patterns. For a device to be detected it must have Bluetooth
switched on and set to discoverable. When a device is out of range of our scanner,
the name disappeared.
This prototype was installed for a period of two months. During this period, the
installation was operational throughout the day. The screen was installed on the
university campus, behind an office window (Fig. 9.4). We evaluated this prototype
by informally interviewing some of our colleagues who appeared to be intrigued by
the system.
In terms of encounter, this system typically provides a nonconscious intentional
encounter, with users gradually becoming more aware of the encounter as they
notice the screen and realize that their name is displayed on it. In other words, users
consciously enable Bluetooth on their devices, but the interaction with the display
is in most cases nonintentional. Of course, the interaction can be unconscious nonintentional, which was the case with some users who simply did not know that their
phone actually had Bluetooth. For instance, one person was baffled by the fact that
her phone was picked up by our Bluetooth scanner when the phone “does not have
strong signal on campus.”
Our findings, albeit rather informal, indicate that the Bluetooth encounter prototype was quite well-received, and very few negative comments were made about it.
The screen, in addition to showing who is standing also reflected who was scanned
recently (up to two minutes in the past). Our prototype in many cases acted as
an object of discussion, and prompted people to talk to each other about it. Most of
the user comments focused on the interactivity and responsiveness of the display.
A common reaction to the system was for users, especially children, to change the
name of their phone in order to observe the change on the displayed names. This is
an instantiation of the conscious intentional encounter, where the users, having
been made aware of the screen, intentionally initiate an interaction (change of
name) in order to perceive the effect on the screen. This prototype is an example of
a system that can be different things to different people. Users of this system may
or may not be aware of the display’s existence, of Bluetooth and its properties, and
additionally may or may not intentionally interact with this display.
In the next stage in our study and as an attempt to trigger people’s attention to
what was projected on the screen, we applied an experimental approach based on
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Fig. 9.4 Screenshots of our installation with the Bluetooth encounter prototype. The location was
on the university campus, and the screen was installed behind an office window

intervention through “sensing and projecting” Bluetooth names and people’s digital
identity in order to investigate the interrelation between the Bluetooth names, digital
identity, and active participation within the public arena. This was complemented
by an attempt to provoke people’s awareness by “tagging” the digital identity in
public with an additional phrase.
In the following section we describe our method; we then describe early responses
before we outline some factors that may influence this approach.

The Experiment
We ran an experiment at two sites in the city of Bath: in a café during day time and
inside a night club during the evening. The aim was to identify people’s interaction
forms and possible changes in the Bluetooth names triggered by our intervention.
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Bluetooth names were scanned and projected on a projection surface in real-time.
This was complemented by “snapshot” observation techniques, where an observer
takes a mental snapshot of the activities at the moment of observation. The snapshot
is then recorded on a plan, with coding according to activities (Vaughan 2001).
During the sessions, a human observer recorded people’s positions, behaviors, and
movements through space, as well as the time of these activities. The form of
interactions with the projection surface and the projected information was
captured. In addition, the type of interactions with the other people in the area was
observed and recorded with a digital camera. Various interactions were video-taped
by two researchers using a digital video camera. Finally, changes in the Bluetooth
names (projected on the surface) were tracked over time and analyzed. These
observations were subsequently compared with the data recorded by our Bluetooth
scanners. Following the scan sessions, a selected number of participants were
asked to fill in questionnaires. Twenty-five questionnaires were collected, 10 at the
club and 15 at the café.

Methodology and Data Collection
The Bluetooth discoverable devices were detected using a computer that was constantly recording Bluetooth devices and their Bluetooth names within a ten-meter
range. The scanned Bluetooth names were visualized in real-time using a program
written in the Processing language and results were projected on a surface in a
noticeable location.

Data Visualization
Whenever a device was detected, its Bluetooth name was displayed on the projection surface. At the same time, a tentacle appeared around the name (Fig. 9.5). As an
attempt to trigger people’s attention to what was projected on the screen, and in
order to encourage the emergence of novel social interactions, a “tag” was attached
on each name (e.g., an expression or a social description such as hey! or Is looking
good!). Every Bluetooth name was linked to a randomly selected “tag.” This meant
that the visual representation was not limited to the presentation of the “name” of
the Bluetooth device assigned by its user, but it was rather an attempt to provoke
reactions by creating a kind of dialogue between the people and the screen content.
With several names appearing along with several tags, the visualization became
a dynamic representation of an evolving social network. Once the Bluetooth device
was not detected, the tag faded away and disappeared from the projection screen.
This meant that the projection represented all devices that were present at the same
time at the same place.
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Fig. 9.5 Scanned Bluetooth name is linked to a randomly selected “tag”

The Projection Surface
At the club, the projection surface was sufficiently large, it was placed in the centre
of the main wall in front of the main entrance to the space, so it could be seen
directly when people entered the space (Fig. 9.6 left). In the café, unlike the club,
there was no dedicated projection space. The projection was on the wall next to the
entrance, but in a less obvious location. Its size was smaller, and the ambient lighting
made it less clear (Fig. 9.6 right). People were therefore not as immediately aware
of it as they entered the room as they were at the club.

Sensing Bluetooth Names and Observers’ Reactions
Our approach in the real setting, unlike in a “lab” setting, involved applying a range
of methods from interpretative–ethnographic to experimental. The approach we
adopted was engaging. Assigning the “tag” to the Bluetooth names triggered mixed
reactions by the observers. Questionnaires showed that people varied in how
comfortable they were with the projection. The casual atmosphere at the club made
people somewhat more receptive to the projection, whereas in the café, people’s
reactions were more reserved and the social interaction was very limited and it seemed
that having the projection of Bluetooth names in such a space was unexpected and
to a certain extent, rather intrusive.
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Fig. 9.6 Projecting the digital identity in two places; a club (left) and a café (right)

Fig. 9.7 People found the approach playful and entertaining. Some people started changing their
Bluetooth name, using the projection as an interactive message board

In the club, when people were faced with the visualization of Bluetooth names
of other people present in the physical space, various social interactions were
triggered. Most people found the process playful and entertaining; they kept
changing their Bluetooth names and waited to see the result on the screen (Fig. 9.7).
For instance, “Davey-G” changed his/her name twice. From “Davey-G” into “Everyone
wants lonsdale! ” and then changed it into “Pete has ten inches?”
Some people used the projection as an interactive message board with their mobile
phone. For instance, from Table 9.2, we can see how “Optimus prime” turned her/his
Bluetooth name into “Hi camera lady” referring to our human observer who was
capturing the interactions with her camera. Altering the device’s name may suggest an
intention for social interaction with the observer through this new electronic medium.
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Table 9.2 Interactions though the Bluetooth names at the club
No. of people Scanned bluetooth
Time sessions at the club
names
22.00-22.15

25

22.15-22.30

38

22.30-22.45

45

22.45-23.00

42

Hello beautiful!
Davey-G
Jodie
Jx
W880
JawaDeman
Scarlet x x
Man Mountain
Kuva!
Gorgeous
D*ck Willie C* x
Princess
Two unknown
Pleb Nokia 6300
S*X Appeal but
desperate plz
Gem
Abel
Lonsdale is GAY
Optimus Prime
Everyone wants
Lonsdale!

Jodie
Get ur spade out!
Rob N Roll
Hey camera lady.
Pete has 10 in.?
Jesson is Gay
Newman is a s*
x pest
Likes To L*ck
BP 4232-MBPRO-4
Jo wants to sh*g
Dom
Rob N F**kin Roll
One unknown
Helphire are shite
Mcraith wants
jesson
I want c*ck!
Tjeres only one!
Two unknown

Tags
Is looking good
Woot!
Hey
ROCKS!
Is bitchin’!

Smelly
Is well bad
Is wasted

(from Davey-G)
(from Optimus
Prime)
(from Davey-G)
(from Gem)
(from D*ck
Willie C* x)
(from Lonsdale
is GAY)
(from Rob N Roll)

Woot!
Hey
Is well bad
Is shaking it good-
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Data collected through the questionnaires indicated that people who were broadcasting devices’ names were mainly between 21 and 25 years old. Older people
tended to suggest that they did not know this technology well and that they were
not inclined to use it. To the question “How do you feel about your name made
public and interacted with?” eight people were comfortable and only two responded
negatively. These reacted in an extreme way and expressed their anger about this
type of “surveillance” and the way technology was projecting hers and her friends’
personal information. Interestingly, to the questions “Do you feel this kind of interaction can have an impact on the space?” and “Does it enhance your experience of
that space?,” only 11 out of 25 expressed positive feelings.
Our findings, although quite informal, indicated that most people liked the
experiment and wanted to participate in the playful interactions. Only a few people
were critical about the exposure of their personal data, and about our approach in
provoking change to their digital identity.
Reflecting on this pilot study of our research, we believe that a number of factors
may have influenced people’s responses encouraging mixed and sometimes
ambivalent reactions. These related to the individual, such as age, knowledge, and
use of digital media, and perhaps socio-economic status. Other factors related to the
space and activities in that space, and finally factors related to the projection itself
such as the projection location and its relation to the main space, clarity, and the
projection time and length.
This study demonstrated that the projection of one’s “invisible” digital identity
and making it part of our physical environment triggers various types of interaction,
not only in a conscious intentional form of interaction, but also as a nonintentional
projection of our self. This experiment was a pilot study and only ran for a short
period of time. We believe that further research is needed in order to evaluate the
degree to which this approach might provide a motivation to change the way people
communicate and engage with others in various environments. We need to examine
in greater detail which factors influence people’s behavior and, possibly, to quantify
the role of different factors relating to the participants and to their spatial context.

Discussion
The public arena offers temporal and spatial mechanisms for generating and promoting
various social interactions. With the advent of mobile and pervasive systems, the
environment for interaction is likely to change. The introduction of new technologies might modify existing social practices, and on occasion encourage the emergence
of new social behaviors.
We apply “digitally augmented” approaches as a way of exploring various types
of shared interactions that technology facilitates. As part of our ongoing effort to
understand the city as a system encompassing both the built environment and
pervasive digital technologies, an attempt was made to map and understand shared
social encounters mediated by digital technologies and to explore the relation to the
spatial properties of the surroundings.
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In this chapter we presented two prototypes: a physical prototype, in the form of
a digital surface, was implemented in different locations in the city. These locations
differ in the way they relate to the built environment and the way they construct
users’ relationships to their surroundings. We described initial findings from the
deployment of the digital suface. The surface was embeded in the built environment, acting as a facilitator between people and their surrounding. The aim was to
generate a novel urban experience that triggers social interactions among friends,
observers, or strangers.
Our initial evaluation suggests that by setting up the digital surface and introducing a change in an area within the urban space, people were made aware of
other people around them. This has influenced their behavior and provided a
motivation to change the way they communicate and engage with others, generating
diverse shared encounters. While demonstrating differences in how users’
intentions and consciousness can vary, our approach offered a digital stage that
facilitated and encouraged different types of social interactions, creating the
feel of an urban performance that unfolds over time, and it seems that in order
for this kind of public display to be engaging, the viewer needed to be able to
construct a socially meaningful relationship of which the display and the human
observer form a part.
In order to understand various facets of socio-technical behaviors in the
public arena, we deploy digital methods that cover different perspectives related
to the physical and social context. As part of our approach, we apply Bluetooth
scanning coupled with human observations in a context where people are likely to
use mobile and wireless technologies. “What happens when people are made aware
of their digital presence and identity in the public space?” “Would this encourage
different types of interactions?” in order to answer these questions, we conducted
a pilot study by projecting the scanned Bluetooth names in a café and a club on a
surface as part of these spaces. We applied an experimental approach in order to
trigger people’s attention to what was projected on the screen. A particularly
important insight comes from the effects, we observed of “tagging” the digital
identity in public with an additional phrase. It seemed that this was interpreted by
the viewers as giving the installation a personality, or at least suggesting that
there was a human author involved in the piece. It encouraged a conversational
form of interaction, including name changing or the use of the Bluetooth device
name to establish a conversation. We suspect that in order for public display of these
technologies to be engaging, the viewer needs to be able to construct a meaningful
social relationship of which the display forms part. The engagement with the
“camera girl” offers one example of this, and required that user to put together the
presence and behavior of the display with the presence and activity of the human
observer recording the event.
The conversation between “Davey-G” and, presumably, one of his friends “Pete”
offers a different kind of socially meaningful engagement. This time by making
public a socially risky innuendo, the user took advantage of the degree of personal
anonymity coupled to very public display afforded by this medium. Everyone in the
club could see the display, but there would have been some doubt in the minds of
all those except close friends as to the identity of “Davey-G.”
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Our approach offered a digital platform that facilitated and encouraged different
types of social interactions. Presenting people with a visualization of their unconscious
intentional (or nonintentional) projection of their digital identity and sharing it with
others made people aware of it and its impact, and this triggered the emergence of
novel social interactions mediated through the digital platform.
While demonstrating differences in how users’ intention to interact and their
awareness of the various communications have influenced the type of shared
interactions, our prototypes illustrate an approach to facilitate and encourage shared
encounters in the city.

Conclusions and Ongoing Work
We have presented two prototypes that investigate the relation between consciousness of communication and intention of interaction in a city context. Both examples
explore different roles of technology in supporting social encounters within the
surrounding environment. The two prototypes differ in the way they relate to the
built environment in which they are embedded, and also in the way they reconstruct
the relationship of the users to their surrounding.
More specifically, Prototype I supported the spatial configuration in which it
was embedded, and was similarly affected by it. Prototype II overcame limitations
in encounter and communication imposed by the surrounding built environment
and provided a digital encounter platform. While demonstrating differences in how
users’ intentions and consciousness can vary, our two prototypes also illustrate two
approaches to facilitating and encouraging encounters in the city: providing either
a physical or digital stage that encourages encounters.
Our initial findings suggest that by altering the relation between consciousness
of communication and the intention of interaction, technology can be appropriated
to support emergent social interactions. This may help throw further light on the
complex relationship between the digital space and public space in general, and the
way that this is mediated by, and mediates people’s relationship to each other.
Changing the encounter, illustrated in Table 9.1, from one type into another
creates a potential for stimulating richer experience. For instance, in the Bluetooth
prototype, presenting people with a visualization of their unconscious intentional
(or non-intentional) encounters with others makes people aware of these encounters. This can possibly influence their behavior or provide a motivation to alter the
way they communicate and engage with others.
As part of our ongoing work, we are trying to address a number of issues that
came up through our implementation of the two prototypes. Specifically, we are
exploring how digital encounters can affect the experience in the urban space, and
how a system can improve the quality of social encounters. The next steps will
involve a longitudinal deployment of the Bluetooth system, which will run for a
couple of weeks in selected locations in the city. Users’ reactions and feedback will
be captured using observations and interviews.
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